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Geilo is the portal to 
two national parks, 
Hallingskarvet National 
Park and Hardangervidda 
National Park.  
The winter is magical here in Geilo. With 
snow covered landscapes and a won
derful winter atmosphere, everything is 
in place for memorable experiences.

Few winter destinations in Norway have 
so many accommodation alternatives, 
activities, and service offerings as Geilo.

NATIONAL PARKS
Geilo is the portal to two national  
parks, Hallingskarvet National Park  
and Hardangervidda National Park.

Hardangervidda is Northern Europe’s 
largest mountain plateau. It’s a fantastic 
hiking area that also holds Norway’s larg
est national park. The Hardangervidda 
is an important area for the richest, wild 
reindeer herds in Europe. In addition, it 
is the southern most outpost for arctic 
foxes, snow owls, and many species of 
arctic plants and animals.

National Park 
Village,  
Geilo
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The Hardangervidda plateau is a popu
lar destination, yearround. During the 
winter, the mostused winter routes are 
marked with twigs. The routes are laid 
by experienced mountain people, who 
know where it is safe and best to go: 
dnt.no/vintermerking

The Hallingskarvet is a majestic  
mountain massive that stretches from 
Finse in the west to Geilo in the east.  
The characteristic landscape elements 
guard over everything and everyone. 
Around the mountain are miles of 
in  viting, crosscountry ski tracks. 
Several of the ski tracks are tied to the 
Norwegian Trekkers Association’s (DNT) 
marked trails on the Hardangervidda 
and the Skarvheimen.

SKARVERENNET
The popular crosscountry skiing 
competition, Skarverennet, goes from 
Finse to Ustaoset, and is celebrating 
it’s 50th anniversary in April 2024. It is 
38 km with complete skiing joy along 
the Hallingskarvet. Packagedeals with 
accommodation and tickets are  
available at geilo.com.

R E S T I N T H E M O U N TA I N S
The mountains offer innume-
rable possibilities for relaxa-
tion, whether you are looking 
for excitement or mountain 
tranquility—or both.
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In 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022 and 2023, Geilo won  
the achievment «Norway’s best ski resort» at  
The World Ski Awards in Kitzbühel, Austria. 

Geilo offers great skiing! You will find 20 lifts, 45 slopes, 
4 children’s areas, and 3 terrain parks. The slopes vary 
from children’s slopes to black slopes, and are suita
ble for both beginners and experienced skiers.

The slopes are located on both sides of the valley,  
and the ski bus makes them all easily accessible.  
The ski passes are valid for all the lifts in Geilo, and are 
easily purchased online. The ski season lasts from the 
end of November until the middle of April.

Ski rental can easily be booked online and pickedup 
at Vestlia, Slaatta or Havsdalen. In addition, you can 
book service on your own equipment. At the ski recep
tions at Vestlia, Havsdalen, and Slaatta, you receive 
good help with ski passes and ski school, as well as 
booking of activities.
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Start of season to February 9th 09:30 - 15:30 

December 24th 09:30 - 14:00

February 10th to April 21st* 09:30 - 16:30

Evening skiing Vestlia:  
Every Friday from January 5th** 15:30 - 20:00

Evening skiing Slaatta:  
Every Tuesday from  
January 9th** 15:30 - 19:30 

*Some slopes and lifts can be  
closed toward the season end

**implemented as far as  
conditions permitO
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Do you want to experience real, skiing joy? Treat yourself to 
an hour with a ski instructor. Then you will be guaranteed to 
end up with new knowledge, and a good dose of mastery, no 
matter what age or skill level. The ski school offers group ski 
school in alpine and snowboard, as well as private instruction 
in alpine, snowboard, sitski, Telemark, and crosscountry. 

There are high requirements for education and knowledge 
for all the instructors at the ski center. No matter what you 
desire to be better at, you will receive professional instruction. 
Contact the ski school, who will advise you, whether you want 
to learn alpine skiing, or fine-tune the techniques to master 
the more advanced slopes. Scan for booking.

Ski School

SCAN ME!

Alpine
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Panorama Tour 
Geilo High Five
Geilo High Five is a tour of the ski resorts in Geilo.  
Here you can ski down the finest slopes, experience  
the fantastic views, and eat the best food  all in one trip. 
Each of the five peaks has its own own unique view, uni
que view, both toward the majestic Hallingskarvet and 
Hardangervidda. The trip is arranged with the ski bus,  
so that you don’t need a car between the valley sides. 

Activities and Events
Throughout the season, there are many exciting activities  
and large events for both adults and children. There are  
certain days with evening skiing, taco Friday and Kid Disco  
at the slope. The children can also look forward to kids´ 
competitions, Children’s Afterski and Ski Adventure. Even  
more activities and events are added, such as Geilo Grand 
Prix, check the event calendar, which is filled with content. 

A fantastic day on the slopes is complemented by an equally 
fantastic apresski. Reserve Saturdays for apresski during  
the winter season. Apresski program at geilo.com 

Skirental
Think green and travel easy; rent your ski equipment at Geilo! 
The ski rentals are centrally located and/or in connection to  
the base areas at these ski resorts: Vestlia, Havsdalen and 
Slaatta. You will also find a ski rental at the Dr. Holms Hotel, 
Geilo Ski Shop. The skiing equipment is always freshly waxed 
and prepared; and remember, that you receive a discount 
when preordered online.

SCAN ME!

SCAN ME!

Alpine



Terrain Parks
Together with park manager and  
X Games winner, Andreas Håtveit, we 
present the Geilo Park. At Kikut, you find 
a ski arena that breeds skiing joy with 
two lines that complement each other; 
and in Vestlia, a park with a little higher 
level. At Slaatta, you will find a playful 
park with good variations, like jumps and 
rails, facilitated for both large and small.

Ski Bus
Three ski buses transports you between the valley sides in Geilo, 
so that you can ski at the whole resort! The ski bus is free, and 
may be used whether you have a valid ski pass or not. You don’t 
even need to have skis on your feet, as everyone can take the bus. 

The ski bus runs in a shuttle service between the Geiloheisen  
and Vestliaheisen lifts, and ensures a quick and simple transport 
between the valley sides. There are around 8–10 min between 
each bus, and around 8 min from the one lift to the other. 

In the morning and after 15:15, the buses will also run to the 
accommodation establishments in Geilo. If you want to use  
the ski bus, just find the closest bus stop and give a clear signal. 

Scan for more information and timetable.

10
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Hallingskarvet  
Ski Center
Welcome to Norway’s hidden skiing 
gem! Hallingskarvet Ski Center is an 
eldorado for skiing enthusiasts. You will 
find the alpine center in the mountain 
valley of Sudndalen (FV 50 highway) at 
the foot of the Hallingskarvet mountain. 
The Hallingskarvet Ski Center is known 
for long, wide, and wellgroomed slopes 
with great variations. In addition, there 
are fantastic possibilities for powder 
skiing. Open café and ski rental.

Dagali Fjellpark
Dagali Fjellpark is a nice alpine center  
in Dagali, between Geilo and Uvdal  
(FV 40 highway). The Fjellpark has five 
long slopes that are suitable for both 
experienced skiers and beginners.  
A midway descent from the lift allows 
new skiers to enjoy themself in parts 
of the Bestemorløypa (Grandmother) 
slope. The Fjellpark also has a fenced 
children’s area with a separate ski tow. 
At the Dagali Fjellpark you will also find 
one of Norway’s longest, groomed, 
sledding slopes, with all of 1,850 meters. 
Let the lift pull you up and fly down! 
Open café and ski rental.

Lia Ski Center
Between Geilo and Dagali, you will  
find the farm village of Skurdalen.  
Lia Ski Center is located here with three 
slopes and a separate sledding slope 
with a length of 1,200 meters. Both 
the lift and the slopes are family and 
child friendly. In connection with Lia Ski 
Center, is Lia Fjellhotell. Here, is a cozy 
café with good, home made food. You 
can also rent skis, snowboards, sleds, 
and even sleighs resembling reindeer. 
The area also offers opportunities for 
ice fishing, snowshoe excursions, and 
crosscountry activities.

SCAN ME!

Alpine
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TRAIL MAP INFORMATION
Ski lifts 

Very easy 

Easy
 
Medium
 
Difficult
 
Unprepared 

Snow trail 

Chair lift 6 pers 

Chair lift 4 pers 

T-bar lift 

Button lift 

Magic carpet
 
Ski bus 

Ski bus stop 

Parking 

Restaurant 

Information 

Tourist Information 

Ski patrol 

Railway 

Terrain park 

Self-timer
 
Fun Slope

Children area

Training arena  
(Only open  
certain periods)

STOP
BUS

SCAN FOR  
DIGITAL  

ALPINE MAP

SCAN FOR  
ACTIVITIES 

MAP 
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Geilo and Hol Municipality are among the best crosscountry  
skiing areas in Norway. Here you will find more than 500 kilometers 
of groomed tracks, both in the valleys and on the mountain  
plateaus. Several of these are in connection with the DNT  
marked track network on the Hardangervidda plateau and  
in the Skarvheimen mountain area.

Skiing with the Hallingskarvet mountains as a backdrop is a 
powerful experience. Crosscountry tracks crisscross around the 
Hallingskarvet mountains. The area around Torsetlia has, in addition, 
150 km in the middle of the Dagalifjell mountains, on the border  
between Hallingdal and Numedal.

There are illuminated tracks around the whole municipality:  
Hovet, Hagafoss/Hol, Geilo, Skurdalen and Dagali. The track around 
the Ustedalsfjorden lake is as if made for families with children,  
with information boards about the area’s nature and culture. 

Geilo’s crosscountry tracks keep a high standard throughout 
the whole winter. The ski tracks have a wide specter of skill levels. 
Everything from short, flat areas for beginners to more challenging 
routes along the mountain tops.

The crosscountry season usually starts at the beginning of 
November and lasts all the way to the end of April. The most eager 
crosscountry skiers can go skiing in the higher mountain areas until 
June. All the ski tracks are registered at skisporet.no, where you can 
find updates from when they have been groomed. The cross-country 
tracks are free to use, but you are welcome to support the local track 
and trail group in the area you use most or where you have your 
cabin/house. For the Geilo area, it is the “Geilo stiog løypelag.”  
Follow them on Facebook for trip suggestions and grooming updates.

Grand and 
Accessible

CROSS-COU
N

T
R

Y
 S

K
IS

Cross-Country Skiing



15Cross-Country Skiing

500
OF  

SKI TRACKS

SCAN ME!

Want to refine your  
classic or skating  
technique? Scan for more 
information and ordering 
of a skiing course.

KM
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1. GEILOTJØRNET ROUND TRIP - FAMILY FRIENDLY
Distance 4.6 km - Level of Difficulty: Easy 
Easy ski trip at Kikut that takes you around Geilotjørnet and to 
Hakkesetstølen. A perfect choice for families with children where not  
everyone is as steady on skis. It is easy to abbreviate or to extend the trip,  
or include a pleasant cocoa stop at Hakkesettstølen.

2. THE USTEDALSFJORDEN LAKE ROUND  
- FAMILY FRIENDLY 
Distance: 10.4 km – Level of Difficulty: Easy
Easily accessible and family-friendly cross-country skiing tour. 
Ustedalsfjorden Round is exactly what the name suggests; a trail that 
winds around the water at the center of Geilo. The track is usually open 
from early in the season and is used by a wide range of skiers, from driven 
cross-country enthusiasts to novice skiers.

3. VESTREIM - FAMILY FRIENDLY
Distance: 14.6 km – Level of Difficulty: Medium
A completely fantastic trip that starts from Havsdalen and goes through 
Budalen to Vestreim. Here you are protected between three mountain walls 
and have a view toward the Hallingskarvet mountains in the west. This trip 
gives you open landscape with an active mountain farm. With the dining 
option at Vestreim halfway, this trip is also well-suited for families.

4. RAGGEMYRAN - FOR THE EXPERIENCED SKIER
Distance:  20.5 km – Level of Difficulty:  Medium
Get close to the Hallingskarvet mountains and get the feeling of the 
Skarverennet competition. The trip gives several beautiful views toward  
the Hardangervidda plateau on the other side of the valley. It is easy to stop 
by the Prestholtseter for food service. Later in the season, there are several 
possibilities of extending the trip in the direction of Haugastøl. 

5. VESLERUNDEN  - FOR THE EXPERIENCED SKIER
Distance:  36.6 km – Level of Difficulty:  Difficult
This ski track was the alternative for the Skarverennet route during the corona 
pandemic. The trip offers the best of our two national parks and is easily 
accessible from several places in the municipality. Start from Ustaoset, Geilo 
or in Skurdalen. An ultimate trip for sun-filled, spring days. Several cabins 
offering food services along the way provide excellent opportunities for 
enjoyable breaks.

TOP 5 CROSS-COUNTRY TRIPS

A ski trip doesn’t have to be long to be nice! Many of the shorter  
trips are both fun and varied. For more trip suggestions, visit our 
website with descriptions and GPX-files.

Cross-country experiences
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FOOD SERVICE IN THE MOUNTAINS

Food Service

HAKKESETSTØLEN FJELLSTUE
1,050 m.a.s.l.
Hakkesetstølen is located in wonderful trip 
terrain, just a short distance from Geilo’s ski 
resorts. Here you will find groomed ski tracks 
in all directions, perfect for day trips, or if one 
wants to travel from cabin to cabin on the 
Hardangervidda plateau. Sale of sour cream 
porridge, cured meats, mountain farm baked 
goods, coffee, etc. During the winter, it is open 
as soon as the ski tracks are groomed, and 
until the end of April. There is a road all the 
way to the door.

HALNE FJELLSTUGU
1,140 m.a.s.l.
Halne is located along the RV7 highway, right 
at the portal to the Hardangervidda National 
Park. They offer accommodations and exci-
ting winter experiences. Many travel here for 
cross-country skiing, kiting, and dog sledding.  
Halne Fjellstugu also has a menu based on 
local ingredients. Here they serve cured ham 
made with local mountain pigs, trout from  
the Halnefjorden lake, reindeer meat from  
the Hardangervidda plateau, and wild berries 
picked on and around the plateau.

PRESTHOLTSETER
1,242 m.a.s.l.
Prestholtseter is a mountain farm café full of 
traditions. The mountain farm is right below 
the Hallingskarvet mountains, and right 
beside the Hallingskarvet National Park, a 
favorite trip destination both summer and 
winter. Prestholtseter offers both warm and 
cold dishes. Among other things, they are 
known for their tasty sour cream porridge  
with cured meats on the side.

TUVA TURISTHYTTE
1,200 m.a.s.l.
The cabin is one of the oldest, privately- 
owned tourist cabins on the Hardangervidda 
plateau, and is a favorite destination for 
cross-country skiers. The shortest ski track 
goes from Ustaoset (7 km), but you can also 
reach it from Nedrestøl in Skurdalen (11 km) 
and Kikut (16 km). Tuva Tourist Cabin is an 
accommodation cabin with a café known for, 
among others, their tasty waffles. Food ser-
vice starts in the middle of February.

RUPERANDEN
1,093 m.a.s.l.
Cozy and traditional food service cabin 
close to Kikut. Among other things, they 
serve homemade soup, baked goods, sand 
- wiches, as well as hot and cold beverages. 
Ruperanden is a very popular destination for 
both short and long cross-country trips.

VESTREIM
1,060 m.a.s.l.
Vestreim is beautifully located in Budalen 
between Geilo and Hol. During the winter 
high season, the farm is open when the snow 
conditions permit, and then they serve nice, 
homemade, baked goods. From Havsdalen, 
it is a 20 km round-trip on cross-country skis. 
The trip can be extended to both Prestholt 
and Oddnakk.

STORESTØLEN FJELLHOTELL
1,013 m.a.s.l.
A place that chooses ingredients based on 
the fact that they are organic, local, and pure. 
The house wine is biodynamic. Three-course 
dinners are served every evening. Here they 
serve homemade soup, meat or fish dishes 
based on local ingredients, and delicious 
desserts.

TORSETLIA FJELLSTUE
1,040 m.a.s.l.
Fantastic location on the sunny side of the 
Dagalifjellet mountains, with a great view 
over the Hardangerviddda plateau. Torsetlia 
is located 30 km from the Geilo center and 
in the middle of the ski-track network on the 
Hardangervidda, at Dagali and Rødberg. 
Possibilities for accommodations, easy  
parking, and nice ski tracks.

CAFE PRESTTUN
991 m.a.s.l.
A nice café in the mountains, whether you 
come down from the Hallingskarvet on skis or 
are passing through by car or train, you can 
relax within these wooden walls, where the 
fireplace is burning and people have time for 
food and a chat. A perfect meeting place in 
the middle of Ustaoset, sandwiched between 
the Hardangervidda plateau and  
the Hallingskarvet mountains.
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LANGEDRAG
Langedrag Nature Park is 
located between Numedal 
and Hallingdal, only a 
1hour drive from Geilo. In 
the park you will find over 
300 animals distributed 
between approximately 
20 species. At Langedrag, 
you can get close to both 
domesticated and wild 
animals. You can pet foxes 
and highland cattle, feed 
wolves, and try dogsled
ding. Guaranteed a lasting 
experience. Langedrag is 
open every day during the 
winter season, except Dec 
24th and 25th.

DOGSLEDDING
Drive your own dog 
team with some of 
Norway’s most energetic 
Alaskan Huskies. A great 
family activity suited 
for both big and small. 
Choose between 5 or 
10kilometer trips on the 
Ustedalsfjorden lake with 
bonfire, or all-day trips 
on the mountains! 

SLEDDING
Looking for speed and 
excitement? Dagali 
Fjellpark has one of 
Norway’s longest, lift 
based sledding slopes 
(1,850 meters), and you 
may reach speed of 70 
km/h! Lia Skisenter has a 
separate sledding slope 
right outside the hotel. For 
smaller children, Slaatta 
Ski Center offers sledding 
boards and Snowracers 
for rent. You will also find 
toboggan slopes at the 
family areas at Kikut and 
Vestlia.

20

Geilo is best known for alpine slopes and 
crosscountry trails, but Geilo offers many other 
exciting activities. Here are some highlights from 
which you can choose.

WINTER ACTIVITIES

SCAN ME!

Activities
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SNOWMOBILE
You can try snow mobiling or snow rafting in Geilo,  
or track driving and snowmobile safari in Dagali.  
If you are gearedup for motorsport, ice carting,  
car slalom, Powerturn buggy, and other motor 
action activities are also offered in Dagali.

SNOWSHOE TRIPS
Join a different trip into 
the fairytale winter forest 
or to a great viewpoint. 
Snowshoes are suited 
for both big and small. 
Rent snowshoes and 
go alone wherever you 
desire, or join a guided 
trip adapted to families 
with children, the active, 
or the adventurous.

SLEIGH RIDES
When the winter  
darkness falls, nothing  
is cozier than going on  
a sleigh ride. Bring family  
or friends on a round
trip, or book an exclusive 
sleigh ride as a winter, 
mountain taxi. Lower 
your pulse, enjoy the 
atmosphere, and the 
view, under warm pelts, 
amidst steaming horses 
and torches.
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SAUNA AND ICE BATH
Come to a steaming 
hot, wood-fired sauna 
and enjoy a 90minute 
private bath living expe
rience either at Geilo or 
Ustaoset. 

In safe surroundings 
with bath master Hilde 
from Vinternatt, you can 
combine a sauna with 
an ice bath, a wonderful 
shock for both body  
and soul!

22

FAT BIKE 
Evening trip, training 
session, or expedition? 
Fat bikes are almost like 
riding a regular moun
tain bike, only more fun. 
Superwide bicycle tires 
provide a large bearing 
surface, so it is easy to 
cycle on snow and on 
groomed tracks. Rent a 
fat bike on your own,  
or join a guided tour.

ICE FISHING
Join in on an exciting and 
family-friendly fishing 
trip, whether at Ustaoset 
or on the Ustedalsfjorden 
lake, when booking. 
Bore the hole in the ice, 
prepare the jigging pole, 
and wait for a bite. In 
the meantime, you can 
enjoy yourself around the 
bonfire, with food and a 
warm drink. Remember 
warm clothing!

Activities
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CINEMA
Geilo Cinema is located 
at Geilo Kulturhus. The 
cinema has a kiosk and 
shows films weekly, and 
more often during peak 
times. For cinema pro
gram and other informa
tion, see geilokino.no

SPA AND MASSAGE
Geilo has many providers 
that give you wonderful 
spa experiences. Dr. Holms 
Spa has a complete  
treatment menu in an 
exclusive atmosphere. 
Vestlia Resort offers  
professional spa thera
pists and an inviting pool, 
relaxation room, jacuzzi, 
cold pool, and sauna. 
HelV and Fjellglød offer 
both massage, coaching, 
and treatment.

23Activities

TRAINING  
AND YOGA 
It is both good and smart 
to stay in shape. In Geilo, 
you will find several 
gyms, Geilo Training and 
Test Center and Vestlia 
Resort Fitness Center.  
It’s also possible to book 
a PThour if you wish a  
tailormade training  
program. Or you can 
relax with yoga and  
mindfulness at Geilo 
Holistic Studio. 

SWIMMING POOL
After a day of skiing 
or a training session, 
it is nice with a swim. 
Eventyrbadet at Vestlia 
Resort is perfect for 
the kids. Dr. Holms, 
Bardøla, Highland, 
Havsdalsgrenda and 
Ustedalen Hotel also 
have a swimming pool.  
If you would like to use 
the swimming pool,  
please contact the  
accommodations 
directly.
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TRADE
In the heart of Geilo  
are the shopping centers, 
Amfi and Geiloporten. 
Here and in the center, 
you will find shops with 
the latest trends in sports 
equipment, fashion and 
interior, as well as speci
alties. You can also buy 
local food and other local 
treasures. Geilo is known 
for good products and 
good offers. 

PLAYLAND
Both Vestlia Resort and 
Highland Lodge have a 
great indoor playland. 
Here the kids can frolic 
on slides, in a ball room, 
climbing rope, labyrinth, 
and large tumble area.

ART
Geilo and Hol Municipality 
offer everything from 
old, cultural treasures 
to modern art forms all 
year, and you can experi
ence beautiful art several 
places, both indoors and 
outdoors. Vestlia Resort 
has a significant art 
collection, with works of 
wellknown Norwegian 
and international artists. 
Art exhibitions at the 
Geilo Cultural Church, 
and an outdoor exhibit  
at the “Huldreskogen,”  
to name a few. BOWLING 

Bowling gives both 
excitement and enjoy
ment. Bowl & Dine at Dr. 
Holms has a wonderful 
American diner atmos
phere. Here, you can 
also enjoy a homemade 
burger. Vestlia Resort 
ensures a fine evening 
with bowling on eight 
new, highgloss polished, 
professional lanes.  
Or how about a round  
of shuffleboard?

Activities
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Made in Geilo
Blacksmithing in Geilo has traditions dating back to the 17th century. To this day, 
there are three proud craft companies based on these traditions. Brusletto & Co 
with utility knives and national costume knives. The Øyo Brothers with axes, kitchen 
knives, outdoor products and other kitchen utensils and Skaugum Cutlery with  
cutlery and table  ware, with a focus on design and quality. 

Don’t forget to check out their factory outlets! 

Activities



Do you want to rent out
your Holiday home? 

Geilo Booking will assist you with: 

Contact Geilo Booking
(+47) 32 08 85 00  |  mail@geilobooking.no 

Geilo Booking offers a complete solution for you!

Do you need assistance booking
your stay at Geilo? 

Information and booking of accommodation, 
activities and airport shuttle. Advice and

recommendations for group travel. 
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Geilo Airport
Shuttle

Oslo Airport Gardermoen – Geilo. Departures every
weekend throughout the winter season.

Scan the QR code for information regarding
departures, prices and booking.
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Stay Well,  
Sleep Well

ACCOM
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Accommodations

Choosing the right place to stay gives the little extra for a Geilo 
vacation! In Geilo, you will find everything from wonderful spa hotels 
to traditional cabins and cozy camping spots. No matter what you 
choose, Geilo is known for its hospitable hosts.

At geilo.com, you will find an overview over accommodations; and it 
is easy to compare prices and facilities. Here you will also find good 
package deals and campaigns throughout the year. 
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R E S T I N G P U L S E
In the mountains, you will 
find relaxation, whether 
you want to live stately  
or simply.

Accommodations

SCAN ME!
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Here, in upper Hallingdal, we are proud of our long food traditions. 
Through time, we have learned to utilize the fantastic, local ingredi
ents that can only be found high in the mountains, because nature’s 
food tray has a lot to offer. Juicy, green grass and fresh air give the 
best starting point for good milk. This results in good dairy products 
and tasty meat.

The Taste of the Mountains
Hol has the status as a national park municipality and houses two 
national parks:  Hardangervidda and Hallingskarvet. In the moun
tains, wild reindeer and goats graze; and in the waters, you can 
find beautiful and red mountain trout. Just as fantastic for dinner 
as smoking or curing, or other preparations. In the marshes, grow 
cloudberries; in the woods grow blueberries, crow berries, lingon
berries, and mushrooms.

Small and Good
In Geilo and in Hol, you will find a wide selection of small cheese makers, 
meat and fish processing companies, restaurants, and bakeries that 
know to use the valuable ingredients. If you visit the mountain’s food 
service cabins, delicatessens, and grocery stores, they also all offer 
locallyproduced food. Explore and enjoy local food from the moun
tain. Check out, for example, the Cheese Village. They have their own 
ecomuseum, café, and a world class cheese shop! Don’t want to 
cook? Order catering from Matkroken or Herlig AS.

Local Food 
from the 
Mountain’s 
Best 
Ingredients

FOOD SERVICE A
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Food Service
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Food Service High and Low
Geilo has a large selection of restaurants that offer food and beve
rages in all variations. From a simple meal to the tastiest menus with 
accompanying drink. Food service can be found in the center, in the 
hamlets, at the ski slopes, and along the trails up in the mountains. 
Geilo also offers a rich nightlife with several bars and pubs.

T A S T Y
No matter what you 
want to eat, in the 
mountains you will  
get real food with  
lots of taste

SCAN ME!
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TRAD
E

With over 40 shops in the center, you will find everything from retail, 
such as sporting equipment, apparel, and interior design shops to  
a wonderful cup of cappuchino. 

Every year we invite to a cozy Christmas market in the center  
of Geilo. In the walking street we decorate for Christmas with lights 
and decorations and cozy, little sales stalls. Here you meet both 
locals and visitors offering exciting treasures, and you might find 
that very special Christmas gift.

Shopping  
and  
Enjoyment

Trade



SCAN ME!

P L E A S A N T T R A D E
The shops in Geilo 
have what you need, 
both for everyday life 
and celebrations.
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Bergensbanen makes it easy to 
travel green and sustainable to 
Geilo. With the the entur.no app 
and website, you will find infor-
mation on all public transport in 
Norway. Between Gardermoen 
and Geilo you can travel 
directly with the airport shuttle. 
Information and tickets at geilo.
com. The Kikut bus is the easiest 
way to get from the train to the 
cabin or apartment at Kikut. On 
Thursdays and Fridays in the 
winter season, it corresponds with 
the trains from Oslo and Bergen, 
and on Sundays the bus brings 
you from Kikut to Geilo Station. 
Tickets at geilo.com.
All information about renting a 
car, parking spaces, charging 
stations, trains and buses at 
geilo.com:

Info

Tourist 
Information
The Tourist Information  
is located in the center of 
Geilo, a short walk from 
the train station.

We help you with
• Information about Geilo  

and Hol Municipality
• Brochures and Trip Suggestions 
• Sale of Post Cards, Souvenirs,  

and Maps 
• Information about Activities 

Contact Us
+47 32 09 59 00 
post@geilo.no 
geilo.com

Mon – Fri:  09:00 to 15:00*  
*See geilo.com for updated  
opening hours. 

SCAN ME!





WHAT’S GOING 
ON IN GEILO?
A lot of exciting things are happening in Geilo.  
Everything from market days, art exhibits, and concerts, to fierce ski competitions,  
ski camps, and winter festivals, like the kicksled world championships. Scan the QR-code 
with your camera and find out what is happening in Geilo during your visit!

SCAN ME!



SUMMER 

2024 
The activity season starts already in May, with rafting 
and canyoning. Throughout the summer, you will find  
a mountain full of several different summer activities 
and experiences.

Geilo is a perfect vacation destination, where you can 
combine the social with the active, as well as find tran
quility in scenic surroundings. Geilo is only a short drive 
from the Hardangerfjord and the Sognefjord or any of 
the other destinations in Hallingdal. Perfect for a day trip.

You get the best mountain experiences with us. 
Remember to book your stay well in advance!

SCAN ME!
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What´s going on in Geilo?

BÆREKRAFTIG
REISEMÅL
LOKALT ENGASJEMENT
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